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place a definite and perpetual legal obligation on both states not
to disturb the status quo in the west. In effect he put an issue of
war or peace—peace now or war later; there never really was
any third possibility—squarely before the French and so skilfully
that it looked as if France were the conferrer of benefit. Two
circumstances favoured the plan of a pact which roused the
wrath of all French chauvinists quite as much as that of their
German counterparts. Britain was for the plan, having luckily a
Foreign Minister who was not only a statesman but who loved
France as a mistress, who had a clean anti-German war record
which commended him to the British public. Moreover, France's
greatest living politician, Aristide Briand, had returned from
political exile to the Quai d5 Or say with not merely a desire for
world peace in his heart, but a very human desire to make his
political enemies look silly. Stresemann's greatest difficulty was
the Nationalist party. It was true it was merely a convenient
bogeyman for the French to frighten themselves with, but it was
impossible to deny that it was doing its utmost to wreck the policy
of fulfilment and understanding. For six years it had been a blight
and a curse to Germany; its gains had invariably resulted in a
worsening of the international situation, and even now when it
was a partner in the policy under discussion it was the most
formidable because the most treacherous opponent of that policy's
framer. But the spirit of the age will not be gainsaid either by
the doubting or the malignant; six months after Hindenburg's
election—months of painful and sometimes humiliating negotia-
tion—the German ministers met the Allied ministers at Locarno
to conclude a security pact. Within a fortnight the Treaties of
Locarno, the first real bit of constructive work for European
solidarity since the Armistice, were ready for signature.
Recent events have caused a good deal of criticism even in
responsible quarters of the work of Locarno; it was probably that
work alone which prevented war in the spring of 1933? though
whether that condemns or vindicates it remains to be seen. But
Locarno accomplished two things of definite immediate value.
As a result of it the territorial settlement in the west now reposed
not on an imposed "peace of shame," but on a freely negotiated,

